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Resource Offload Consolidation Based on
Deep-Reinforcement Learning Approach in

Cyber-Physical Systems
M. S. Mekala , Alireza Jolfaei , Senior Member, IEEE, Gautam Srivastava , Senior Member, IEEE,

Xi Zheng , Amjad Anvari-Moghaddam , Senior Member, IEEE, and P. Viswanathan

Abstract—In cyber-physical systems, it is advantageous to lever-
age cloud with edge resources to distribute the workload for
processing and computing user data at the point of generation.
Services offered by cloud are not flexible enough against variations
in the size of underlying data, which leads to increased latency,
violation of deadline and higher cost. On the other hand, resolving
above-mentioned issues with edge devices with limited resources
is also challenging. In this work, a novel reinforcement learning
algorithm, Capacity-Cost Ratio-Reinforcement Learning (CCR-
RL), is proposed which considers both resource utilization and
cost for the target cyber-physical systems. In CCR-RL, the task
offloading decision is made considering data arrival rate, edge
device computation power, and underlying transmission capacity.
Then, a deep learning model is created to allocate resources based
on the underlying communication and computation rate. Moreover,
new algorithms are proposed to regulate the allocation of commu-
nication and computation resources for the workload among edge
devices and edge servers. The simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed method can achieve a minimal latency and a reduced
processing cost compared to the state-of-the-art schemes.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, edge computing, game
theory, deep-reinforcement learning, resource provision,
measurement systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL computation methods are not suitable for
edge devices due to trade-offs among low leased-cost,

latency, and high bandwidth [1]. This paper aims at formulat-
ing the latency problem of cloud-edge frameworks, where the
latency problem is resolved with a computational offloading
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mechanism at the device-level to share the resources based
on a top-down approach. Edge-cloud systems can enhance the
computing resources flexibility of edge devices by scaling up
(and down) the resource provision capacity based on workload
fluctuations [2]. Throughout the paper, we consider that, C-level
refers to cloud level computing, I-level refers intermediate level
or region-level (R), which includes Access Points (APs)/ Base
Stations (BSs), and L-level refers to low-level or zone-level (Z)
which includes Edge Devices (EDs).

Resource flexibility aims to reduce the resource leasing cost
by regulating the resource usage rate. The underlying objective
is to accomplish optimal resource scheduling. The existing
resource scheduling models ignore the impact of the leasing
costs since they have no cost measurement mechanisms in place
while making the computation offloading decisions [3], [4]. The
performance hiccups happen while optimizing the configured
resources, which cause resource wastage and a higher leas-
ing cost. The existing approaches often make wrong decisions
because they do not balance the resource fragmentation time
and deadline time during resource sharing and task offload-
ing to regulate workload fluctuations. For example, in [5], a
price estimation method is designed to assess the resource
requirement ratio based on performance tracking. A Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) technique is employed to restrict edge
device makespan and Average Waiting Time (AWT) based
on edge device resource usage rate [6]. Edge-device comput-
ing enables two types of computation offloading mechanisms
partial offloading and Binary Offloading (BO) [7]. The BO
processes are mainly targeted at low level edge devices or
middle level edge servers. In partial offloading, workloads are
segmented and executed at device-level and offloading a part
of segmented workload towards the middle or top-level for
execution which is unable to execute at device-level. Here,
joint communication and computation mechanisms are essential
to accomplish the tasks with less latency and less resource
wastage.

Recently, Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) frameworks have mainly exploited to deliver effective auto-
mated resource sharing. The Q-learning method, as a form of Re-
inforcement Learning, is used to streamline the offloading policy
for computation resources. However,the resource scheduling
issue remains as a non-deterministic polynomial (NP)-hard
problem [8]. Several frameworks employ Deep-Reinforcement
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Fig. 1. Resource trade-off analysis.

Learning (DRL) methods for Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
systems.

Our literature review reveals the following challenges in the
Cyber-Physical Systems which utilize edge computing, which
we named as Edge Cyber-Physical Orchestration (ECPO):

1) Workload of devices usually are distributed according to
their computation and data transmission rate capabilities.
However,estimating computation and data transmission
rate is challenging [9].

2) Workload allocation and resource scheduling are regulated
based on data producing rate. Dealing with data spikes is
challenging [10].

3) In cyber-physical orchestration, the service latency caused
by task schedulers, has an imminent impact on end-users
experience [11].
Fig. 1 shows a trade-off between cost and latency for
reliable service delivery. The figure shows resource allo-
cation under the scenarios of experiencing latency, under-
provision, and over-provision

To overcome above-mentioned difficulties, we design and
develop a novel reinforcement learning approach to streamline
the resource computation offloading and communication issues
over cyber-physical orchestration. In summary, the novel con-
tributions are listed below.

1) Implementing an adaptive computation offloading and
resource scheduling algorithm to reduce the latency of
the Orchestration.

2) Developing the CCR-RL method based on deep-
reinforcement learning to identify optimal integration of
edge servers with edge devices which accommodates
computation service based on resource rate, and deadline
violation rate, with machine learning techniques.

3) Developing a DRL algorithm based on the R-retaliation
method to reduce the deadline violation rate by scheduling
resources during computation offloading at each edge
device.

The paper is structured with the following sections. Section II
briefly explains research gaps and problems in existing ap-
proaches. Section III walks through the proposed system and its
mathematical models and also describes our proposed algorithm
in detail. In Section V, we evaluate the proposed solution, and
Section VI concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK

In [6], an optimized local computing scheme has designed
to manipulate arrival tasks for depreciating latency constraints.

In [12], an energy-efficient Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
framework enables an offloading method to execute tasks by
assuring low latency constraints to decrease energy usage. Var-
ious traditional algorithms have given focus to determining
task allocation policy with a time constraint. Consequently, the
recent Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) approach
has a gratifying performance; as it decreases the search time.
However, it exhibits insufficient versatility towards complex
Dynamic Acyclic Graph (DAG) workflows; it merely works to
a specific kind of DAG [13], [14]. However, it is appropriate for
small-scale charts but not for complicated problems.

The Critical-Path-On-a-Processor (CPOP) approach is a sim-
ilar approach to HEFT. It evaluates task rank value, and it
concedes the sum of two ranks values for sorting the tasks in
ascending order and the high-value job defined as a critical
task [15], [16]. However, in the mentioned work fluctuations of
dynamic resource allocation have not been considered, though
the critical task has been assigned to the suitable machine to
accomplish low execution time. The proposed solution, however,
it is not feasible for multi-objective complex issues.

In [17], a Q-learning based offloading mechanism has been
used to determine the difficulty of constant data interchange
for executing the tasks, but the system performance has im-
proved slightly. An RL-based work-flow allocation model has
been introduced in [18] to determine the DAG task allocation
issue. The absence of resource weight retaliation mechanism
causes the wrong allocation among devices and exhibits unusual
performance latency.

In [19], an RL method has been proposed to determine the
computation offloading difficulty by conceding device hetero-
geneity weight to allocate a task to a device through a DAG
to achieve less execution time. Likewise, in [20], a Centralized
Learning Distributed Scheduling (CLDS) method has been in-
troduced, which is quite similar to the systems mentioned above.

In [21], [22], a Deep Q-learning Network (DQN) has been
introduced based on destination device Q-value to reduce hap-
hazard allocation, which speeds up the training process during
large-scale issues. As per the framework, the state value factor
individually interprets at each layer, but in the last layer, it
migrates to a single element to perform better [23]. The Joint
Policy Gradient Method (JCORA) has been used in [24] to
determine user-centric difficulties, where various factors asyn-
chronously have been trained to increase circumstance instance
and performance latency. In [25], RL-based offloading scheme
has been implemented based on computation and energy con-
straint models to accelerate offload learning. In [26], the author
has conceded a multi-X (X refers to a user or a server or
cloud) scenario with radio resource computation to optimize
vitality usage to achieve a low latency. A dynamic allocation
policy has been used to allocate workloads based on the state of
execution rate. The workload segmentation, allocation, resource
scheduling, and transmission relationship makes an impact on
the resource allocation/offloading mechanism of edge-cloud or-
chestration to reduce both transmission and computation latency.
Perversely, the existing works have not collectively conceded the
four features.
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Fig. 2. Deep learning and ECPO architecture.

III. DEEP LEARNING SYSTEM MODEL

Deep learning and ECPO architecture are shown in Fig. 2.
As shown in the figure, there are three layers: workload layer,
deep learning CCR-RL model and latency algorithm layer, and
the Work-Flow (WF) analysis layer. The deep learning algo-
rithm layer has two functional modules: R-retaliation function
model and CCR-RL model. The R-retaliation function estimates
every device workload and its computing capacity. The CCR-
RL model is used to select the workload scheduling fragment
decision. That is, first the selection of suitable computing de-
vice. Next, fetching the entail resource to enhance the device
functioning capacity. It should be noted here that a valid option
is offloading the workload towards a cloud based solution on
the basis of the latency-usage rate. This then will lead to the
usage rate of every device updated with regards to the state it
belongs to at each layer of RL. If any deviations (rule violation)
in terms of the latency constraint happens, an action is triggered.
For instance, whether the edge device is capable of handling the
task or not. If not, the offloading process would come into the
picture to make an accurate decision. It is executing the WL
to meet its deadline to avoid latency impact, which falls under
the reward section of RL. Subsequently, the WF analysis layer
enables multiple hidden layers (for each hooked device), and
each layer’s neutron (edge device) has its resource usage rate
and execution cost factors established.

The deep learning-based Resource Scheduling (RS) algorithm
allocates the segmented sub-workload towards a suitable Edge
devices or Access Point (AP) based on Service Request (SR)
type, data arrival speed, computation, and transmission capacity
of devices as the main factors. It also makes use of the prog-
nosticate latency value as well as the usage rate to meet the
subscribers’ demand. Additionally, it is important to mention
here that the WF analysis layer can do a flexible climb up or
down the entailed resources per requirement. Table I lists the
notations used in the paper.

A. Network Model

Let us denote the AP set by J , where j and ĵ ∈ J . A pair
(j, ĵ) has a reinforced relation to ensuring a constant rate of

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

transmission γ(j, ĵ) for every workload. For every access point
j ∈ J , it receives workload/request from end-users through an
Edge-CPS Orchestration (ECPO) which can be observed in
Fig. 3.

Let Z represent the set of edge devices in a zone, where
z and ẑ ∈ Z . Each edge device is able to receive
� A Service Request (SR), that is denoted by r ∈ R, where
R is the set of request services;

� A Computation Offloading (CO) request, that is denoted
by v ∈ V = {1, 2, . . . , V }; and

� A Resource Sharing (RS) request, that is denoted by m ∈
M = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,M}.

The edge device runs a SR at each slot, that is, |Z| =
|V|+ |M| SRs. A task/SR/workload request (r) is denoted
by r(j,Δ, λ), where j represents AP, Δ specifies the essential
task accomplishment delay, λ refers to task/workload size and
it is measured in Millions of Instructions Per Second (MIPS).
Offloading a part of workload Θj,ĵ(λ, τ) from the workload λ

through the link (j, ĵ) in time window τ requires

Θj,ĵ(λ, τ) = γ(j, ĵ) · λ · τ − Λj (1)

instructions, where γ(j, ĵ) represents the link quality between j
and ĵ, and τ represents the time window required for offloading
the workload from one access point (server) to one another and
Λj represents the amount of workload being executed at server.

B. Problem Formulation Based on Deep Learning Approach

The rationale of our proposed orchestration is to decrease
the latency of the system. We use the following definitions to
formulate our deep learning based approach.

Definition 1: The required processing time (computing +
transmitting) commencing from the edge device to the Cloud
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Fig. 3. Edge-cyber-physical orchestration model.

Centre (CC) is named task latency. Let us assume that, I-level re-
ceives data from L-level for computation and analysis, and sends
back the outcome. Moreover, the unprocessed data is streamed
towards the moderate level (cloud level) with a compression rate
∂. The latency Q of the j-th device in the I-level is evaluated as

QR
j∈R

=

|J |∑
j=1,j∈R

|Z|∑
z=1,z∈Z

z�̂ · �̂ ·
(
XR

Z + Y R
Z
)
,

XR
Z =

rR
z ·OR

z

ηz
, Y R

Z =
0.5 · rR

z · ΦR
z + ΛR

z + rR
z · ∂ · ΦR

z

Γz,j
R

,

(2)

where R represents the set of edge servers in a region (I-level).
The variable ∂ denotes the data compression ratio.

Let us assume that the base-station or AP bandwidth is split
into �̂ sub-channels. During each time window τ , the edge
device z is allocated a bandwidth z�̂ from one of 1, 2, . . . , �
sub-channels.

Definition 2: The latency is estimated by the data processing
rate from z-level to c-level. Hence, for j = {1, . . . , J} and z =
{1, . . . , Z}, the cloud latency QC is estimated as

QC = XC · QR
j∈R

. (3)

Definition 3: The edge server has to decide the allocation of
sub-channel among connected devices. It ensures a secure sub-
channel communication during computation offloading at each
server node to optimize the average latency. This is formulated
as

Min
RS

T−1∑
τ

[fc(ηz(τ)) + fc(Γ
z,j
R (τ))]

Subj. to 1.
|Z|∑

z=1,Z∈Z
z�̂z τ) · �̂ < �, z�̂ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , �}

2.
|Z|∑

z=1,Z∈Z
ξz(τ), with ξz(τ) � ξmax

3.
|Z|∑

z=1,Z∈Z
Oz(τ)·Ô < O, with zÔ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,O}

(4)

where RS is resource sharing, T is the average total time, ξz(τ)
is the energy consumption of edge device at window τ .

Definition 4: The edge server j receives a Work Load (WL),
if only if the j has an optimal rate of Computation Capacity
(CoC) δ(j). In case, if the assigned workload on j surpasses δ(j),
then the server j offloads a part of the workload to other AP;
otherwise, it offloads the workload to cloud through Eqs. (5)–(9).

Min
|J |∑

j=1,J∈R

aj · ξo · tpt +Φj
r

+

|J |∑
j=1,J∈R

|Z|∑
z=1,Z∈Z

bz,j · tpt · ξjz+Φc
r · ξcp (5)

where ξo, tpt, ξjz , ξcp represents initial energy consumption, total
active time of device, energy consumption for transmitting data
from edge device z to edge server j, and energy consumption
for data processing, respectively. The workload allocation con-
straint is greater than 2|R| · aj , where

2 |R| · aj �
|R|∑
r=1

(
Φj

r +Φc
r

)
, (6)

|R|∑
r=1

(
δ(Φj

r) + δ(Φc
r)
)
� δC, (7)

where δ(Φj
r) represents the required computation capacity of

the arrival workload rate. The computation constraint for the
execution of the workload is

|R|∑
r=1

δ(Φj
r) � δ(j) and

|R|∑
r=1

δ(Φz
r) � δ(z)

for j = {1, . . . , J} and z = {1, . . . , Z}.
(8)

The task constraint is

∑(
Φj

r +Φc
r

)
� r · λ. (9)
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C. CCR-RL Based Computation Model

The resource capacity, cost ratio-reinforcement learning
(CCR-RL) approach depends on the computation and commu-
nication analysis of ECPO system. We deployed a divide and
conquer rule to assess the computation offloading towards the
device, the edge server, and the cloud based on the resource
capacity, cost ratio, through the proposed deep learning mecha-
nism, named the CCR-RL model.

1) Device-Level Computing: The required computing capac-
ity remains balanced by the size of the data processed in the
computing device as follows:

ηz = ∂ · rz ·Oz, therefore, ηz � η̂Z
z , (10)

where η̂R
z refers to the required computing capacity threshold

value. Each edge device z transmitting capacity has been regu-
lated based on the transmitting data size, and it might be related
to j-th transmission-resource capacity.

Γz+1
z � 1

R
0.5× ∂ · (rz+1

z · Φz+1
z ),

therefore,
|Z|∑

z=1,Z∈Z

Γz+1
z � Γj

R (11)

where Γz+1
z refers to the required transmission-resource capac-

ity of z-th edge device to one other.
2) Server-Level Computing: The required computation ca-

pacity to execute the arrival data from the zone-level (Z) is
estimated with (12).

δ(Φz,j
r ) =

1

R
Γz,j

Z × rR
z · az,jr · Φz,j

r

∂ · rR
z · Φz,j

r + Λr
z

,

|Z|∑
z=1,Z∈Z

|R|∑
r=1

δ(Φz,j
r ) �δ(j) (12)

Here, δ(j) refers to the CoC threshold value of j. The entail
CPU cycles/s of j denoted with Ôr

z . The number of CPU cycles
is regulated with CoC and evaluated with (13).

Ôr
z =

|Z|∑
z=1,Z∈Z

|R|∑
r=1

rR
z ·Or

z (13)

3) Cloud-Level Computing: CC receives data from edge
servers for computation, and the outcomes are sent back to
end-users to meet Service Level Agreement (SLA) for service
reliability. Therefore, CC receives data with an ample speed and
it estimates as

Φc
r =

1

R

|Z|∑
z=1,Z∈Z

|R|∑
r=1

Γz,j
Z × rR

z · az,jr · Φz,j
r

∂ · rR
z · Φz,j

r + Λr
z

. (14)

4) Computation Offloading Cost Function: The CoC of the
edge server is measured by the amount of CPU cycles/s O, and
it is split into Ô blocks. The cost and the usage rate analysis is
shown in Fig. 4. The edge server concludes the WL execution,
whether it has to be executed on a device or be offloaded to
the cloud. The DN

r plays a significant role in making the WL r

Fig. 4. Cost analysis with various edge-devices versus usage rate.

Fig. 5. Channel allocation mechanism for offloading.

decision of execution and is assessed with (15) as follows:

DV
r =

{
1, Execute on server
0, Execute on cloud

(15)

The computation offloading function cost is estimated as

αV
r =

V∑
v=1

1

V

(
Y R
Z +XR

Z ·DV
r

+ (1−DV
r )× ω(Y R

v ) · ω(XC
v )
)
, (16)

where V represents computation request set, Y R
Z refers to com-

munication time, XR
Z ·DV

r refers to execution cost at edge
device, andω(1−DV

r )× (Y R
v ) · ω(XC

v ) refers to the execution
cost at the cloud.

D. CCR-RL Based Communication Model

Fig. 5 illustrates channel allocation model which includes
bandwidth strength attenuation with damage exponent (ν � 2),
where Channel Gain (CG) is renewed at each block time, and is
estimated as

g =

{
�

√
A0(dz+1/dz)

−ν , dz+1 � dz
�
√
A0, otherwise

(17)

where � represents the coefficient of Symmetric Gaussian (SG)-
[0, 1] and its variance is β2, Ao represents the constant attenu-
ation.

1) Device-Level Communication: During the initial channel
slot, the edge device offloads a portion of data/bits kzr , where
k ∈ K bits is sent over to the other device (Edge devices or APs).
The data transfer consumes a small amount of power εj � 0. Let
g0 > 0 indicate the channel energy gain between z and j, and �
represent S-bandwidth (S: Sub-channel). Therefore, the possible
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data rate (bits/s) between z to z + 1 or to j is computed with
(18)

Ωz+1
z = �i log

(
1 +

ξzεjξ
ol
z g0�0

�iβ2

)
, (18)

where 0 � ξz � 1 indicates the consumed vitality during CO
and�i is the device feeding time. The expected base-band signal
(Gz+1

z ) is

Gz+1
z = gi

√
ξzεjξolz g0�0

�i
. (19)

2) S-Level Communication: The possible data rate Ωj
z be-

tween z to j or j to j + 1 is estimated as follows:

Ωj
z = 0.5×�i log

(
1 +

εj ·εj+1·gj ·gj+1

gj,j+1·εj+1+β2
j,j+1

εj ·gj
gj,j+1·εj+1+β2

j,j+1
+ β2

)
. (20)

The edge server j has a data noise ratio from edge device z over
the channel slot and it is

Hj
z =

εj · gj
gj,j+1 · εj+1 + β2

j,j+1

+ β2. (21)

Accordingly, the possible data rate between j and j + 1 is
estimated as

Ωj+1
j = 0.5×�j log

(
1 +Hj+1

j

)
. (22)

3) Communication Offloading Cost Function: The ratio of
the total number of requests and a distinct resource request count
from z is called the RS rate [27], [28]. The RS mechanism is an
ongoing research problem, but the resource demand estimation
is out of the scope of this research. The resource demand is
denoted by Bmε[0, 1]. The cost of resource communication is
determined by

αM
r =

M∑
m=1

1

M

( �
rjm

+ ω
(
Y R
v

)
× (1− φm)× (1− Bm)

)
,

(23)
where rjm represents the communication request to j, �

rjm
shows

the edge device transmission delay, and ω(Y R
v )× (1− φm)×

(1− Bm) refers to the overall delay-transmission of the de-
manded resource. Subsequently, if the demanded resource value
is high, then the cost value remains became small. If φm = 1,
then z demands a required resource, which has to be shared by
the edge server. Otherwise, φm = 0, the edge server retrieves
the demanded resource m from the cloud.

IV. LATENCY CONSOLIDATION AND RESOURCE

ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, a latency algorithm and a deep learning-based
resource-sharing methodology are proposed as well as a com-
munication algorithm to determine the issues described in the
problem formulation Subsection III-B. Our goal is to achieve

low latency at all levels, as stated below.

QC

j=1,J∈R and z=1,Z∈Z
� QC

Min

QC

Min
= XC ×

|J |∑
j=1

|Z|∑
z=1

(
XR

Z + 1

Γz,j
Z

× s
)
,

(24)

where

s = log

⎛
⎝ |Z|∑

z=1,Z∈Z

√
0.5× rR

z · ΦR
z + Λz + rR

z · ∂ · ΦR
z

⎞
⎠ .

(25)
Algorithm 1 estimates the system latency of every z with non-

congested limitations, such as Lmin(z). Resource computing
and communication scheduling are used for determining the task
allocation policy p to achieve low-latency. An optimal resource
sharing rate is an important aspect of the computation and
communication offloading process, which depends on resource
usage upper bound Υu

z/j and lower bound Υl
z/j . We note here

that, the larger value creates a huge Service Level Agreement
Violations (SLAVs). Accordingly, lower values might create be-
low usage rates. Therefore, deriving an optimal threshold value
remains an internal issue. From a mathematical point of view, if
the Υu

z/j = 80% and Υl
z/j = 55%, then the suitable threshold

usage factor is estimated as Υth =
Υl

z/j
+Υu

z/j

2 = 0.675. Sim-
ilarly, the allocated value is assessed as ℘z/j = ℵz/j × 1

Υth
.

Here,ℵz/j refers to the resource usage rate of edge device or edge
server. The inverse of a suitable threshold usage factor is 1.48.
Therefore, at every iteration, the usage rate should be in the range
of (−1,+1); the new resources are allocated for the succeeding
repetitions, and it is about 1.48 times better than the disbursed
value in the prior repetition based on the resource usage factor
and the computational capacity of the system in Algorithm 2.
Initially, the algorithm checks with its nearest nodes based on the
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Euclidean distance factor. If no edge device meets the conditions
of Algorithm 2, then Algorithm 2 has to select an edge server to
offload the WL for execution.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To examine the efficiency of the ECPO framework, we im-
plemented various workloads to optimize the latency in mul-
tiple heterogeneous environments. In the simulation, we used
j = 3 APs, z = 25 edge devices, with the coverage of a single
edge router. The workload can be segmented into various sub-
workloads for execution at the allocated slot. In our simulation,
we segregate the edge devices based on SR value, that is, sub-
workload execution/RS execution, at every allotted channel-slot.
Let us consider the arrival workload rate Φ = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 12}
at each allotted sub-channel �̂. If the spectral bandwidth is � =
50, then it will split into 50 sub-channels and each sub-channel
bandwidth is �̂ = 1. Here, the deep reinforcement learning
network has 2-hidden layers with 50 neurons. The neuron count
and accuracy are related to one another. An increase in the
neuron count may cause more difficulty in computing. The used
neuron count purely depends on the device capability. In our
experiments, we considered 50 neurons.

The CoC is measured by CPU cycles/s count. The com-
munication resources indicate communication bandwidth. We
examine the efficiency of three-levels of ECPO with simulation,
that is, L-level (zone-level), I-level (region-level), and C-level
(cloud level) of the ECPO system. The ECPO system contains
a set of devices, which are listed in Table II. In heterogeneous
environments, the system topology usually remains constant,
and we have to analyse the workload scheduling among three

TABLE II
NETWORK DEVICES AND CAPACITY LEVELS

TABLE III
RESOURCE TRANSMISSION AND COMPUTE CAPACITY

OF EDGE-CPS ORCHESTRATION

Fig. 6. Latency versus edge compute capability.

levels. The computing and resource communication capacities of
all cases are listed in Table III. We examine the ECPO framework
in multiple scenarios. The WL offloads

1) Towards the edge server, or
2) Towards the cloud.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the CoC of the edge server in the range

of 60–150 GHz. Our model executes far better than the other
two schemes because of the deep learning-based computation
offloading constraints during 110 GHz. The j-th device CoC
expansion has an impact on the resource sharing process, and
its latency is about 2.4 seconds. Enhancing the CoC of j in-
stead of offloading the workload towards j + 1 exhibits low
latency impact, which is essential for reliable communication
at 100 GHz. This means extending computing capacity is a
better solution compared to offloading at abnormal conditions
where the device became potentially strong enough to execute
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Fig. 7. Latency versus required bandwidth.

Fig. 8. Workload arrival speed versus performance rate.

the assigned workload. Fig. 7 shows the latency analysis of our
system with various extant systems. The latency has diminished
significantly because of the expansion of sub-channels quantity
between 20–200 with a fixed 1 Hz data transmission rate, which
increases the data transfer speed. The ECPO system has a reli-
able performance because of the deep learning-based, resource
retaliation method. It optimizes RS rate with the absence of a
resource backup capacity rate. The obtained result shows that
the RS strategy, as implemented continuously, brings advantage
to the overall system, more specifically during the remote data
transmission, where the edge device does not have the sufficient
data transmission rate. The CPOP approach did not create any
dynamic fluctuations for multi-object complex issues; therefore,
during abnormal workload where the received work load is
higher than the device computation capacity, the latency remains
unstable as shown in both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Fig. 8 illustrates
the performance ratio with various arrival data rates in multiple
scenarios. We observe that there is no change in the processing

Fig. 9. Performance rate analysis before and after CCR-RL model.

TABLE IV
WORKLOAD ANALYSIS WITH VARIOUS PARAMETERS

rate as the expectation. The processing rate and arrival speed of
∝ are directly proportional. The JCORA and Q-learning models
are suitable up to the saturated point; after that, our model has low
latency and a high processing rate, mainly when the arrival data
rate is enormous. The ECPO framework has accomplished the
most noteworthy processing rate because it enables the CCR-RL
model, which mutually uses C-and T-resources. Fig. 9 illustrates
the analysis of the processing rate of all levels of the ECPO
framework with a deep-learning-based CCR-RL model. If our
framework has a resource limitation, then it will not allow further
processing, which leads to a fall into a saturation point and fails
to manipulate the data arrival speed. We observed that level-L
and level-I of the ECPO framework have high processing rates
although the arrival data speed is more than the transmission
capacity. We can also note that the transmission and computing
resources usage has immensely enhanced at the I-level of our
network. In our simulation, we make use of resource allocation
delay and computation offloading delay as a metric for latency
estimation between edge devices, servers, and the cloud. The
CCR-RL approach uses a resource usage rate and a computation
rate for the execution of the arrived workload to avoid latency
issues, which is shown in Figs. 6 to 9.

Fig. 10 illustrates the latency rate against the number of edge
devices. As shown in the figure, when the latency is low the
demand for the equal distribution of transmission and com-
putation resources is low. We observed that in order to meet
the user demand, the latency is diminished with an increase in
the count j of devices with larger bandwidth and sub-channels.
Table IV shows the outcomes of workload analysis with respect
to parameters: RSE rate, cost rate, latency rate, utility rate, and
Service Level Agreement Violation (SLAV) rate. We observe
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Fig. 10. Latency analysis with various edge devices and edge-servers, where
Z refer number of edge devices and J refer number of edge servers.

TABLE V
RESOURCE CAPACITY PARAMETERS IN FOGSIM SIMULATION

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS

that the usage of the assets is high in H-W (high workload)
scenario compared to the rest of Normal and Moderate work load
scenarios. The SLAVs are also high during higher work loads.
Accordingly, the asset usage and residual work load is higher
in the normal work load compared to the moderate workload;
similarly, the asset usage and residual work load is higher in
low SLAVs. In moderate work load, our approach achieved low
parameter values compared to other models by 96.45% of RSE,
52.62% of the cost, 69.32% of latency, 8.9% of usage, 69.81% of
SLAVs respectively. Even at high workload, RSE, cost, latency,
usage, and SLAV of our approach have achieved a rate of
97.67%, 52.65%, 75.97%, 12.11%, 59.01%, respectively. In our
approach, during the high workload, the resource scheduling
rate is far better than other models.

A. Simulation Parameters

In our simulations, we used 25 different application environ-
ments. Table V shows the asset attribute values of three levels
(C-level, I-level, L-level) of the framework. Table VI lists other
essential attributes of our simulation.

B. Performance Indexes

The performance rate of our approach is measured by com-
bining two measurement indexes, that is, DV + PDM . The
average deadline violation rate, that is, the number of failed tasks
divided by total assigned tasks, is estimated by using a resource
ratio of the device. The Deadline Violation (DV) is computed as

DV = 0.5×
⎛
⎝ Z∑

z=1

�

R
z

Rz
+

J∑
j=1

�

R
j

Rj

⎞
⎠× 100, (26)

where Rz and Rj represent the total SRs of z-th edge device and

edge servers, respectively.
�

R
z

refers to the number of deadline
violated SRs of workload.

The Performance Degradation Measurement (PDM) is as-
sessed based on the required computing capacity of each device
as follows:

PDM =

⎛
⎝ 1

Z
×

Z∑
z=1

ηz

�
η
z +

1

J

⎛
⎝ J∑

j=1

Φj

δ(j)

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠× 100. (27)

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed approach has achieved low-latency for all ser-
vice requests. We have considered an uplink communication
mechanism from low-level devices to the edge. The arrived
workload is scheduled towards edge devices, edge servers/access
points/base stations, and cloud-based servers according to the
respective capacity levels as well as the device computation
capacity. The proposed algorithms have achieved a high pro-
cessing rate and low latency rate by considering the ratio of
workload allocation, transmission, and computation resource
usage. In this paper, we provide an optimal solution for the
underlying problems of resource utilization and work allocation
on eligible edge devices. Through mathematical and theoretical
analysis, we developed an ECPO framework. The CCR-RL
model simulation outcomes exhibit a good balance between
performance and latency rate; our solution reduces the average
latency by 49.93 % and improves the resource sharing efficiency
by 67.94 %. It also reduces the average cost by 38.2% less than
the state-of-art approaches.
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